
Man I’m very hungry
today. Haven’t eaten

all day
Kami! Let’s take

the food and
vanish from here

 Man! Sultan’s
going to kill us





Oh! a community centre
has opened up here!

I wonder what it's about. We'll
go and have a look! 

Welcome! We have separate

arrangements for women

They have spent a lot

of money 
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Sara! Have you received any
marriage proposal for

Tabinda yet? 

No, Not yet

Take this pamphlet about the
community center  

Let me see! This is very
good 

Look! This community centre operates as

a marriage bureau also
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They also do a lot of welfare
work apart from this

They have their own
literature as well

They also organize lectures on various topics

for women

Let's go and have

a look 

Welcome! Please get your
name and address registered
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Registration for
what?

For our record 

Contact us for
marriage
proposals
Lecture at 12 pm 

How to raise

kids

Lecture at Noon

Welcome my sisters! Today's

lecture is on how to raise kids
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Matrimonial
services

Child
health

This form contains complete information
regarding my daughter 

We will find a marriage proposal
belonging to your sect 

We do not care about the
sect; we just want a

nice boy 

The marriage service is
only for the people of

our sect

I don't quite

understand!

You belong to a good family;

your work will be done!
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Yes mother! I want to continue

studying after this 

Is this your last year 

for the BA degree?

These are some of our books for women,

youth and children

Thank you so much! I'll
leave now 
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I have asked community centre

to help in seeking Tabinda’s proposal

Good! But keep in

mind it’s a new centre

I find these people trustworthy 

There are a lot of centers these
days that are quite suspicious 

But those centres don't work

out in the open 

Yes! You're right about that 
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This book is very interesting,

Mother! Where did you get it from?

I got it for you from the

community center 

Youth

Shall I give you all very important news? Tabinda

is getting married!

Who told you?

My mother
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Tabinda! You're going to
leave us!

I am going to dance my

heart out!

I will decorate my car! Sultan! The car is usually
decorated on the boy's

wedding 

Will you all talk about
something else or should

I leave?
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Mother, I am also coming to the

community center with you 
 Yes sure! 

Mother! You go inside; I will go to the

males' side 

 Ok!

Welcome!  I also want to work for

the community center
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Please get yourself registered; you will get a magazine

for free 

Great! This is awesome 

My friend! You are now a member of this
community center and this is your

responsibility

Sure!

The suitors will c
ome today

People have ordered these magazines online, we have

to parcel them and collect donations
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 Sir, we are very happy that you belong

to our sect 

Look sir, the people should be nice.

All Muslims are brothers 

We don't care about the sect or caste, we are

Muslims and that's enough for us 

Look Ma'am! While looking for a suitable match

one has to see the other's family background
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We just want an educated and

decent boy

We want a religious girl so that she can raise her

kids according to our ideology

Sir we are not interested in

dowry He is right!
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Your daughter is very decent

I think Noshaba

broke something!

Has your other daughter broken

something?

No! I only have one daughter
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Thank God! You broke the
glass. It gave me a reason to leave When can we meet the boy?

We have shown you the
picture, what is the point

in meeting him?

Sorry! I didn’t understand
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  Actually he has gone abroad 

Why didn’t you tell us before that he works

abroad?

It never came up or we
would have told you

We like your daughter

Thank you so much! We will let you

know about our response soon

We‘ll leave now

Thank you!
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 Children! Now you have to find out about the boy  At your service

aunty!
She’s serious… this isn’t

college where you
can bunk

You’re doing a very good job

 It’s my duty

 If you keep working like this we might send you

abroad for some work

Really!
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The people at the community

center might send me abroad
Will they give you a job there?

They want me to do some welfare

work there

Find out at least what

this welfare work is?
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Yes! The boy whose proposal came
for me has also gone abroad

through this community center This reminds me we need to

get information

Sultan! Get the car!

The car’s ready!

Take out the

address
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Give me the
address Kami The address is different here…

You are holding
the paper upside

down
Sir! We have to reach

this place
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Who are you
looking for?

We’re looking for a
man named Shahid

Our sister is getting married to
him we had to find out about

the boy

You know any

I’m living here for long.

I know everyone
Come! Let’s sit somewhere

and talk!
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Of course uncle! A wedding is

a serious matter! Let’s sit nearby at a tea shop  

Do you know that he has gone abroad?

Yes
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Son! Do you know about the ABC

organization?
No, what is

that?

We only know about the
community center through
which he has gone abroad

That community center is also

owned by this ABC organization

Sir! What has the organization
and community center got to
do with marriage proposals?

Son! The boy you’re asking about is working for

a banned organization

What do
you mean?

This organization is banned and is involved
in a number of illegal activities. 

This means he has gone

abroad to do something illegal?
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What are these illegal activities?

They send people abroad illegally and ask them to do

illicit work which is dangerous for our

country’s security

Thanks!

Son! Similar center has been working here for ages.

I think they have opened a branch in your area Let’s go and tell this to aunty!

Let’s go and tell Nazir
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This center is new in our area so I didn’t know about it

Didn’t you get an idea while reading

their books

No! I didn’t realize

Without checking background no one should go

to work for any organization

Thank God! We got to know
before it was too late

I was quite impressed with

their work

I also did a lot of work for this
organization but thank God I didn’t get

involved too much

It is better to first

investigate
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Now what should be done about this illegal

community center

Let’s go to the police

A banned organization is running a
community centre in our area 

and using children for their own agenda

we will investigate

Thank you! We’ll go now!
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Confiscate all their

literature!
Take their people to the police

station and interrogate them

Sir! We have also arrested women
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Where do you get your literature

published?

We have our own

printing press

Give me their

address!

Ok!

We don’t do anything illegal, why have you

brought us here?

You are spreading the message
of hatred amongst different

sects

Such people are not from

our religion

Who are you to decide about that?
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Sir! Their leader is abroad!

Find out where all there centres

are located

Their leader’s brother gives lectures in this

community center

Find him and bring

him to me

We have gotten the address
of  printing press

Seal the center!

How do they work at such a large scale?
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They operate with a different name
but their activities remain the same

which is why it is not easy to
capture them They send youth abroad and involve them in

illicit activities

 We also gave them

donations!

Never give donations to any organization

without acquiring information about them
Thank you for the information

It is our national duty
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Thank God! We were saved

Apparently they do welfare work but
 in reality is spreading hatred 

Don’t they work for the

welfare of the people

 I used to think banned organizations do not work

at such a large scale

Yes! I cannot believe it either

Such organizations are a threat to those

organizations which are working legally
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Due to them the youth has begun to incite hatred

amongst sects and ethnic groups

You are right!

I vow that I will create awareness among youth

about such groups

Same here!

We too!

I’m with you man!

It is also important to make the mothers aware so

that they don’t let their children be used by

these organizations
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